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The Names ofOur Birds
by Gilbert King
our heritage of enjoyment of birds is their names, which go back to
the very early history of man. The Egyptian word "Ibis" is associated with the hieroglyph of this species in the most ancient carvings. Clark's Nutcracker and Lewis'
Woodpecker recall the exciting days of discovery of the North American bird life during their memorial expedition. Audubon's Warbler, Shearwater, Casein's Auklet, Finch, Kingbird, Sparrow
record the great ornithologists of the early days, and (Major) Bendire's Thrasher, Xantus' Murrelet
commemorate the less famous but no-less redoubtable explorer's of the New World. Edgar Allan
Poe's "Raven, " and Shakespeare's
Light thickens, arai the Crow
Makes Wing to t h ' Itookie Wood.
remind us these birds were creatures of foreboding in early times. Robin and Titmouse reflect the
familiarity the Anglo-Saxon country folk had with the birds with whom they lived.
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This historical, biographical and etymollogical aura combines with the specific needs of
having accurate terminology for the transfer of
accumulated knowledge about bird species, not
only through books in libraries, but also in verbal short-term local exchange of information.
Birds need names and good names transmit a
complex of cultural attributes.
Viable names for birds were hard to create
in the major languages. Although individual
tribes undoubtedly had specific names for every
identifiable birds they were generally different,
known only to the localized uncultured members
of language groups. Even in the United States
the variety in local names for the native birds
hampered universal adoption of a single name,
and in any case were not too precisely assigned.
Actually only a few hundred birds were
known by name in the literature of antiquity (such
as haliaeetie, the sea eagle, or thlypis, a finch);
perhaps only 1200 in the Dark Ages, although
locally many species were undoubtedly denoted
specifically. By the 18th century, when the desire arose to accumulate and transmit information about natural history, Linnaeus and others
became aware of the need for universal standard
nomenclature for newly identified species.
"Scientific" names were invented to describe
species and subspecies with constructs of
classical origin, often referring to character-

i s t i c s , for example, Campylorhynohus brunneicapillum, "the brown-capped curved bill, " and
Phalaorocorax peniaillatus,
"the bushy baldheaded raven. " One of the earliest authoritative
lists was the Dall Code of 1877.
g
controlled since 1901 by International Code of Zoological Nomenclature, nevertheless over the years these standards have
changed with alleged advances in ornithology
more often than the common names. The poor
Cardinal is now on its fifth version. One needs
a table of synonyms to use earlier reference
books such as Coues "Key to North American
Birds. "
The situation has further deteriorated by
lack of agreement on what is a species, e. g. ,
Thayer's Gull, Biologists do not have a very
clear and easily applied definition of speciation
(see "The Auk, " 1970).
In spite of the failure of the "scientific"
appelations to form a stable nomenclature for
distinct birds, various groups are now attempting to reorganize even the popular names to
accommodate the ornithologists recent concepts
of speciation—for example, the new bird lists
of the American Birding Association, California
Field Ornithologists and Texas Ornithological
Society. So there will be new designations such
as "Yellow-rumped Warbler, " "Common Flicker"
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NAMES continued
of shallow content and temporary life in the language. These terms would have better prospects
of viability if they had retained some of the glamour of "Audubon's" and "Myrtle" and "Gilded. "
"Great-tailed (Grackle)" does not have the style
of "Boat-tailed. "
These neologisms for North American birds
invented by specialists are companions of the
contraptions made with English words given to
the lesser known birds throughout the world. In
particular the Mexican birds have been assigned
atrociously unimaginative barbarisms, mere
ornithological fabrications, without roots in
common speech: Gray-headed NightingaleThrush, Wren-Thrush, Magpie-Jay, Mountaingem.

What happened to the native names of fascinating etymology? Perhaps the more colorful indigenous names may survive, as for example, Jagana.

In addition to changes in bird names by
the profession of ornithologists, we have other
sources of confusion, namely a profusion of
spellings and pronunciations. The hearing or
reading of a name calls up all sorts of associations, part of the heritage in birds' English
names. A mistake hinders this rapid flow of
background information, and is a distraction.
"Vermilion, " in mercenary United States, is
very frequently spelt with two l's—ironically
a more correct form in view of the word's
derivation from French "vermeuille" (a worm
providing a red dye).
Many of the mispronunciations of Plover,
Parula, Empidonax are due to the speaker not
having heard the conventional way. There is a
generally accepted courtesy of pronouncing
proper names the way the owners did (even if
unusual or unexpected), as we should with
Botteri, Craveri, Coues (Cows), Vaux (Vo),
Bewick (Buick).
Local birders pronounce "Jacaria" in
twelve different ways, which makes it quite
difficult to be understood, especially when asking information as to its whereabouts on the telephone. Not one of these is the way one hundred
million Brazilians pronounce it (with a hard " j " ,
soft "c", accented nasal final "a"). It is an affectation to attempt to pronounce foreign words
according to the natives (as some do when dropping the "s" in Pari8, or pronouncing Eeermartn'a
(Gull) as in German). In any ease the Portuguese
word Jaqana is only an approximation of the Tupi
indian name. Foreign words slowly get Anglicized
in the United States, so that someday there will
be a single pronunciation, but some literate group
has to make its presence heard.
One can argue that in English there is no
"correct" spelling or pronunciation; there are
several orthographies for most sounds, none of
which accurately reveals the etymology. But
such a view leads to a certain amount of difficulty in communicating, as in the chaotic preChauncerian days. The English language is
fortunate in allowing a certain rate of simplifications: colored, gray are advances (although

peewee is not). But users of a language must
learn it before they can change it; simple illiteracy is no basis for linguistic evolution. For
this reason we may wish to appeal to some authority, which incidentally "the" dictionary is
not. Various dictionaries differ among themselves in permissiveness, and in any case are
merely a record of good, bad, and indifferent
forms.
Lord Chesterton, in earlier evil days of
English orthography, wrote on Johnson's Dictionary:
"I had leng lamented that we had no lawful
standard of our language set up, for those to r e pair to, who might chuse to speak and write i t
grammatically and correctly....
'"Hie time for discrimination seems to be
now cane, toleration, adoption and naturalization have run their lengths. Good order and
authority are now necessary. But where shall
we find them, and a t the same time, the obedience due to them? We must have recourse to
the old Roman expedient in time of confusion,
and chuse a dictator. Upon this principle I give
my vote for Mr. Johnson to f i l l that great and
arduous post. And I hereby declare, that I
make a total surrender of a l l my rights and
privileges in the English language to the said
Mr. Johnson, during the term of his dictatorship...."
We, too, are willing to appeal to a single
authority. But to whom? The American Ornithological Union in 1957 did such an exceptional
job of nomenclature there has been no question
of their authority (in spite of their having to
publish a supplement). But they have defaulted
in being dilatory in publishing the promised
decennial revision. In any case they have no
exclusive right to assign vernacular names to
species, and declined to do so for subspecies
even when distinct. (Desert Sparrow, a happier
name, will outlast the one in the 1957 checklist, and Spotted Towhee is a familiar and
sturdy cognomen of the western subspecies. )
p because of the actual instability of the
scientific terminology the vernacular has persisted
in a remarkable way. It is true that some species
were nameless in common speech — Vireo, Phainopepta, Trogon are scientific generic names, but
now totally absorbed into the English language.
Because this process seems to have been acceptable one might suggest that the reform of lists of
species, necessitating new specific names, might
adopt the same technique, of not attempting to
innovate a new English name, like Willow Warbler,
unless there is a compelling name, but to use the
new scientific specific name as an adjective to the
generic name, since English can historically
easily adsorb classical terminology.
On the other hand, the persistence of names
for distinct birds in English will probably outlast
all the ornithologists pereginations, irrespective
of speciation. A Rose-breasted Grosbeak will not
be known by any other name. Birds need names,
but the names belong to those who know them and
enjoy them. Hopefully, some day an authority, a
modern day Dr. Johnson will arise to stabilize the
language of amateur birders and professional
ornithologists. j£
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B i r d i n g A u s t r a l i a by J0 Vaughn
AUSTRALIAN who "chases birds" is called a "birdo. "
The official ornithological society is called the Bird Observers Club so
perhaps the "Bird O" is a shortened version like many other words. We
thought sometimes we might need an interpreter but soon we were using
Austrylyn words, too (substituting a long "i" for the long "a"—it's a mile
—there's a gry-fyced sharp-tiled bird—he's samitey of mine). Put the
beer in the boot, and lift up the bonnet of the car.
_ ^ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ _
Again the pictures swish around the waters
lunched on sausages and grilled chops. Several
of the Coral Sea with Green Islands and the Great
boys started after him, "O, dear, " said some
Barrier Reef reminding us of colorful marine
one.
"I wanted to take a picture of the emu. "
life — crimson rosellas at O'Reilly's swarming
Darryl Culhand, our versatile, ingenious,
over shoulders, heads, and hands of any one
likeable bus driver, called loudly, "Don't chyse
with food — currawongs on the grass near the
him, boys, the lydy wants to take a photo. "
rosellas—the Apostle Birds flying in and out of
To me the trip to Australia is the one which
mallee bush — scrambling up a hillside to see a
is the most—using those hackneyed terms —
Lyre bird — small pink and white clouds of Major
wonderful, fantastic, fabulous, marvelous trip
Mitchell Cockatoos—little green "budgies"
I have ever had. I have been interested for
perched on tree branches near Mt. Isa — Brolgas
longer than I can remember in the evolutionary
like our sandhill cranes dancing in the Townshistory of the world and Australia with its marville Commons—stately five feet tall Sarus
supials, and only carnivore, the Dingo Dog, no
cranes on the Atherton Table Land newly arrived
doubt introduced by the aborigines, has been a
in Australia. And the nice faces of Marion and
country I have wished to see without thinking
Howard Simpson, our driver, who knew well the
that I would ever have the opportunity, I saw
trees and birds—Billie Gill at Innesfail — she
those animals that I thought would be only
showed us Crimson-winged Parrots, Shining
pictured ones, a Bandicoot, Possum, Kangaroo,
Starlings and Whistling Ducks as well as Jabirus
Wallaby. And the birds like the bower bird, the
for some lucky ones. Len Robinson with his
parrots, the little colored finches, and robins.
beautiful parrot book at Cairns found a Nightjar
They are like a dream that one can't believe would
in a bush for us (another relative of the Frogever come true.
mouth). Marion Hill with Bill's help found the
elusive mallee Emu Wren that I saw with the
But I think the part that I like best always
other fortunate six—the Pratincole that the bus
and was quite so on this trip—having adventures
full of "Mad Yanks" tried to see near Innesfail
with people who are interested in the same thing
and then saw it close by at the entrance to an
and will squeal and clap even though adult when
airport.
one has an experience like The Pitta. And the
guest ornithologists who were also dedicated and
All this and so much more, too. But we
kind. The people who served us in various cacan't stop without mentioning Koalas—the first
pacities were ones I will wish to remember.
one at the You-Yutang preserve near Melbourne.
OF THE OFFICIAL LIST OF 365 BIRDS —
And the Emus. One Emu came within picturetaking distance near the place where we had
I SAW 325.-JJ*
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CHEMISTS CLAIM SUBSTITUTES FOR DDT
Dr. Robert Metcalf as head of a five year
research effort at the University of Illinois, has
been named to receive the International Award
for Research in Pesticide Chemistry for the
development of pesticides that have DDT's
power to kill insects but lack its undesirable
side effects. About 100 DDT relatives have
been developed, of which ten or more may be
commercially marketed. Metcalf said that
existing DDT manufacturing facilities could be
used. Metcalf, who is now chairman of Zoology
Department at the University of Illinois and a
former chairman of the UC Riverside Entomology
Department, said the relatives, or "analogs",
are biodegradable, do not accumulate in living
tissues and are rapidly excreted, yet are persistent enough to be effective against flies,
mosquitoes, and other insects.

POLICE PROPOSAL A THREAT TO ALL PARKS
Are Los Angeles' parks up for grabs? The
answer may be "Yes" if the Police Department
convinces the City Council to approve the removal
of 21 acres of dedicated park land from Elysian
Park by Charter Amendment.
The Police require the park land to renovate
and expand the existing Police Academy. If the
21 acres remain in park status, the City Attorney
has ruled that the Academy's presence there is
illegal. The Charter Amendment, if passed,
would pull the acreage out of the park, and thus
brush aside the legal protections afforded dedicated park lands.
The Council's decision will determine whether
Los Angeles park land is "forever inviolate, "
as the Charter mandates, or if it can be parcelled
out, piece by piece, to land-hungry City Departments. The proposal is the opening wedgQ, the
camel's nose under the tent. If it succeeds, it
will encourage other officials to treat parks as
merely cheap building sites. Elysian Park will
be the first, but not the last, victim.
Council action in favor of the Police Charter
Amendment would be especially unfortunate,
as alternate sites exist at Biscailuz Center, the
Lincoln Heights Mail, and the 455 acre Villa
Cabrini.
Audubon members are urged to write their
Los Angeles City Councilman , and ask that he
protect Elysian Park and all City parks by
voting against the Police Charter Amendment.

KATHRYN BROOKS

Great News! The almost complete ban on the
use of DDT to be effective December 31 of
this year was ordered by the Environmental
Protection Agency on June 13. We urge all
good conservationists to write or wire their
congratulations to the White House and to
Environmental Protection Administrator
William D. Ruckelshaus, Waterside Mall Bldg.,
4th and M Streets, S. W. , Washington D. C. ,
20460.
There has been a strong reaction to this
decision by farm groups and the industry has
already filed an action in the U. S. Court of
Appeals (fifth Circuit, New Orleans) asking
that the ban be put aside. The Montrose
Chemical Company, Torrance, California,
sole U. S. manufacturer of DDT, has also
voiced its protest.
It is important for all conservationists to
write letters of applause and support for the
Ruckelshaus ruling. Do it promptly because
the pesticide manufactuaers and salesmen are
feverishly sirring up opposition. We expect
the DDT decision to be sustained in court
but the "political" side of the fight isn't over
yet.
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Mortality of Thick-billed Murres in
the West Greenland Salmon Fishery
SINCE its inception in 1965, the drift net fishery for Atlantic
salmon (Salmo salar) off West Greenland has taken a heavy
toll of thick-billed murres (Uria lomvia)1, which are entanided
and drowned as they dive for food.
When deaths from all causes are considered, the annual
mortality of thick-billed murres in the western North Atlantic
exceeds the annual production of young. Steps should be taken
to reduce these mortalities caused by man, especially the high
tolls in the drift net fishery and by hunting in West Greenland.
Action should also be taken toward a better utilization of the
birds caught in the drift nets in order that the hunting toll
could be correspondingly reduced. Unless such measures are
taken, the future of the thick-billed murre in this region is
subject to grave doubt.
We thank Mr C. W. Leahy, the Fisheries Research Board of
Canada, the Canadian Wildlife Service, the National Research
Council of Canada, and the Research Council of the University de Moncton for help.
Departement de Biologie,
C. ERIC TULL
Universite de Moncton,
PAUL GERMAIN
Moncton, New Brunswick
ARTHUR W. MAY •

Fisheries Research Board of Canada,
Biological Station,
St John's, Newfoundland
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SATURDAY - MT. PINOS - for CONDORS. Take Interstate 5 north to the Frazier Park turnoff, 2.9
miles north of Gorman. Go west 6.8 miles through Frazier Park to Lake of the Woods, then
north, right, 15.3 miles to Mt. Pinos. Those wishing to walk, and bird, the 3 miles of unpaved road to the summit may park in the lot at the end of the pavement. No prescribed time
for meeting, since we will spend most of the day at the summit.
Les Wood, 256-3908.
SUNDAY - IRVINE-0'NEIL PARKS. Meet at 7:30 a.m. at entrance to Irvine Park. Take Santa Ana
Freeway, Interstate 5, south to Chapman Ave. off-ramp in Orange. Follow Chapman Ave. through
City of Orange to entrance to the park. A small parking fee is charged at the park. For information call Les Wood, 256-3908.
SATURDAY - BUCKHORN FLAT. Meet at 8:00 a.m. at the entrance to the campground. Follow Angeles
Crest Highway, Route 2 (state), from its intersection with Foothill Blvd. in La Canada, about
35 miles to Buckhorn Flat. Good area for resident mountain birds. Otto Widmann, 221-8973.
SUNDAY - BUENA VISTA LAGOON. Take San Diego Freeway south to Oceanside. Leave freeway just
north of town, taking the right-hand road that leads through Oceanside. Meet at 8:00 a.m. at
the north end of the road that crosses the lagoon.
Les Wood, 256-3908.
THURSDAY- EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING - 8:00 p.m., Audubon House.
SATURDAY - MALIBU LAGOON & BIG SYCAMORE CANYON. Meet at 8:00 a.m. on Pacific Coast Highway
just west of the bridge over Malibu Lagoon. After birding at the lagoon we will drive to Big
Sycamore Canyon and hike up the canyon, approximately 3 miles round trip. Canyon Wren is
usually found on this trip.
Les Wood, 256-3908.
TUESDAY - EVENING MEETING - 8:00 p.m., Audubon House, Plummer Park. Program to be announced.
S A T U R D A Y — P E L A G I C T R I P , Monterey, sponsored by the California Field Ornithologists.
Leave Sam's Fishing Fleet, Fisherman's Wharf at 9 a. m . , return at 3 p . m . Cost $10. 00
to m e m b e r s , $11. 00 to n o n - m e m b e r s . Send checks to California Field Ornithologists,
P. O . B o x 369, Del M a r , Calif. 921014. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Include all n a m e s of party
m e m b e r s ^ ^ ^ ^ m m m m m ^ m m m — m m m m ^ m ^ ^ H
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Audubon Activities
were seen. Finally, turning up the dirt road we
went above the clouds, and the rest of the trip
was under calm and blue skies. Around Panorama Campground the White-headed Woodpecker,
Townsend's Solitaire and Golden-crowned Kinglet were the notable birds. Next day a trip up
to Berry Meadow gave us nesting Western Tanager and other mountain birds. —Caroline and
Donald Adams, leaders.
EVENING MEETING, June 13. Arnold Small
gave a fascinating program, "Birds of the World,"
on the 27 orders of living birds, prefaced with a
brief summary of prehistoric and extinct orders.
Arnold, who has in his travels acquired a huge
l i f e l i s t , has seen representative species of 26
of the 27 orders and hopes to see the 27th this
summer by finding the Rhea in South America. His
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informative commentary was illustrated with his
excellent slides. One could feel the delight members of the audience were experiencing as they
realized how many orders they themselves had seen.
For the avid listers the possibilities seemed endless - listing orders, families within orders, and
species within families. Several orders have only
one family, others have several, and the Passeriformes, perching birds, have 69! The same holds
true for the families with a few having only one
monotypic species, the Hoatzin and the Whaleheaded Stork, for example, while Strigidae, owls,
have 133.- "Birds of the World" was the finale for
the year and a challenge for the year to come. Get
your binoculars, sharpen your pencils, and see if
you, too, can list 1000 birds in a year! If not,
W. KING
Donald Adams
Hanna Stadler
Caroline Adams
Field Notes
Shumway Suffel
Conservation
Kathryn Brooks
Mailing Supervision - Hans Hjorth

EDI.
Assistant Editors

To perpetuate the work of the Los Angeles
Audubon Society, renenber i t in your will.

audubon activities
PELAGIC TRIP-SAN PEDRO TO SAN CLEMENTE, May 27. On calm seas under a slight
overcast the "Vantuna" sailed directly to the
eastern point of San Clemente Island and across
Pyramid Cove. The birds were few in number,
although a reasonable variety of species were
seen: 9 ARCTIC LOONS, 1 LEACH'S PETREL,
1 BLACK PETREL, 60 PINK-FOOTED SHEARWATERS, 75 SOOTY SHEARWATERS (beyond
Catalina Island), 4 BRANDT'S CORMORANTS,
5 BROWN PELICANS, 1 immature FULMAR,
1 SKUA, 1 POMERINE and 1 PARASITIC JAEGER, 100 WESTERN GULLS, 55 SABINE'S
GULLS, 8 FORSTER'S TERNS, 1 ROYAL TERN,
16 CASSIN'S AUKLETS, a Warbler and 2 Hummingbirds.
FIELD TRIP - MOUNT PINOS, May 28, 1972
About 20 people, including one couple from the
Maryland Audubon Society, met at 8:00 a.m. at
the Frazier Park turnoff for the Mount Pinos
Field Trip, conducted by Phil Sayre substituting
for Ed Navojosky. The weather was perfect,
clear and warm with a gentle breeze. Forty
species were seen including a male CALLIOPE
HUMMINGBIRD who posed 10 minutes for us atop
a small pine bordering the meadow by the parking lot. Life birds for our eastern friends included BLACK-CHINNED and BREWER'S SPARROWS, CASSIN'S FINCH, and WHITE-HEADED
WOODPECKERS.
Other birds of note: Pine Siskin, Purple Finch
(singing first-year males), Chipping Sparrows,
Lark Sparrows, Fox Sparrows, Oregon Junco,
Green-tailed Towhee, Olive-sided Flycatchers,
Western Wood Pewee, Mountain and Western
Bluebirds, Robin, Western Tanager, Bullock's
Orioles, Violet-green Swallows, Pygmy and
White-breasted Nuthatch, Brown Creeper,
Mountain Chickadee, Steller and Scrub Jay,
Clark's Nutcracker, Hairy Woodpecker, Redshafted Flickers, Audubon and Orange-crowned
Warblers, Band-tailed Pigeon, Mourning Dove,
California Quail, Western Kingbird, Red-tailed
Hawks, Brewer's Blackbirds and Starlings. No
Condors were seen as of 3:30 p.m. —Phil Sayre,

FIELD TRIP - SAN DIEGO TO SAN CLErMENTE ISLAND, June 3. In spite of exicellent seeing under dull skies and on calm
Jeas few birds were seen, other than timely scattered groups of a few hundred SOOTY and PINKFOOTED SHEARWATERS. In contrast to the previous week, the Sooty's were further out than the
Pink-footed. Each flock were carefully scanned
without success for Pale-footed. The count was
approximately 9 ARCTIC LOONS at San Clemente
(as last week), 4 BRANDT'S CORMORANTS, 5
BROWN PELICANS, 400 SOOTY SHEARWATERS,
300 PINK-FOOTED SHEARWATERS, 175 BLACK

PETRELS, 4 LEACH'S PETRELS, 4 SABINE'S
GULLS (compared with over 100 in the previous
week), only 1 POMERINE JAEGER, 7 XANTUS'
MURRELETS, 7 CASSIN'S AUKLETS, 1 COMMON
TERN, 1 ARCTIC TERN. A Pewee, Western Flycatcher and three other passerines were seen well
out to sea. No pelagic trip is without its special
interest. This time it was a Minke Whale and 3
Fin-backed Whales, male and female with a young
one between them, being taught to frolic in the ocean.
GRE
HORN MOUNTAIN, June 10 and 11. A
large group of 12 cars left Bakersfield for the
lower Sierra, the first stop being at the marshes
south of Buck. Burrowing Owls were seen on the
slopes, and a few Yellowthroats and Redwinged
Blackbirds in the marsh. Proceeding north
through the oaks, heavy fog hindered the birding
until the lunch stop at a small stream. Several
Nuttall's Woodpeckers and Red-tailed Hawks

Concluded on page five

BIRD COURSE
I am currently conducting a class in bird
identification as outlined in the April Western
Tanager. It is proving to be quite a success.
I have 35 enthusiastic and energetic students as
a result of the initial course plan outlined in
the Tanager. I would like to continue offering
this course as long as I can attract interested
people in the Los Angeles area. If I can get as
many people as I have now, I would like to conduct a course for "beginners" on Thursday evenings and one for more advanced birders on Tuesday evenings during the months of July and August.
The beginning course will delve into the
distributional and seasonal status of California
birds as well as discussions on identification.
These discussions will go beyond the traditional
field guide field marks since field guides are
limited in scope and most have errors.
The advanced course will involve discussions
of the finer points in bird identification 3uch
as the problems involved in identifying immature
jaegers and gulls, fall warblers, birds in aberrant plumages, etc., as well as methods of determining age, plumage, sex or race of sane of the
problem species in the field, wherever possible.
Hopefully we would be able to do sane speotrographic (sonagraphic) analyses as an aid to
distinguishing, by ear, birds with similar calls
or songs. I would like the advanced course to be
conducted along the lines of an open discussion
where everyone benefits from the area of expertise
of others in the group. Since most of the people
that replied to my initial advertisement preferred to be in a beginning course, I was unable to
hold an advanced course this spring.
The cost of the beginning course is $25 and
will include field trips in the Los Angeles area.
The advanced course will be $15 with no field
trips. The meetings will probably be held at
UCLA, but this is not definite yet. For more
information contact Lee Jones, Department of
Zoology, U O A , I D S Angeles, Calif. 90024, or phone
(213) 836-5964 in the evenings.
Starting dates are July 25 and 27,
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The Ospreys
! Return
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
SAVES THE MURPHY RANCH
A g i a n t Step forward i n t h e p r e s e r v a t i o n o f

For 50 years the osprey or sea eagle
seemed extinct in Britain but under
the most elaborate protective measures
it now is slowly re-establishing itself
in Scotland. Some years ago, a single
pair reappeared; by last week eight

ecologically irreplacable land in the Santa Mon- pairs were nesting.

ica Mountains has been taken by The Nature Con- .

On

The nesting site is surrounded by
rolls of barbed wire. The tree itself is
covered with slippery "anticlimb"
paint and more wire. Two electronic
devices are planted nearby to warn of
intruders. A hidden microphone relays
sounds from the foot of the tree.
About 200 yards away, teams of volunteers—150 in all—maintain a 24-hour
watch. They also keep a minutelyd e t a i l e d l o g o f the .birds' habits—the
n u m b e r o f st j c ks brought to the nest,
tf)e n u m b e r of ( i s h caught_ e v e n t h e
? c o p u l a t i o n s preceding this year's
Droduction
B
^ t h e a c t i v jt y hasn't fazed the

birds. They have hatched two or three

% c °" t p ;?'t^ m !wJ\h« 1°™1 chicks—even the 24-hour guardians

tree. i_.aSt year iney cnose xne Same

,.

servancy. The national conservation organizaspot but vandals smashed their eggs.aren csure'
tion has been deeded 450 acres of unspoiled wild This year the Royal Society for the
habitat
Kathleen
Murphyfor
of50
Malibu.
rotection of Birds took no chances.
Ownedby
byMiss
the Murphy
family
years, the PH
new nature sanctuary will be known as the Ida
Haines Murphy Preserve. The Southern California
Massage from the "Society for the Protection
Chapter of The Nature Conservancy is raising funds
of Birds of Prey."
to pay off $150,000 in back taxes and delinquent
water bonds accumulated over the last five years
FALCONERS ROB YOUNG FROM FAMOUS
as Miss Murphy struggled to protect the property
PEREGRINE EYRIE
from commercial development. The hillside ranch
is valued at several times this figure.
Of the half-dozen or so Peregrine Falcons
A few miles inland from the ocean, near Mulstill breeding in the wilds of California, by far
holland Highway and Stunt Road, the land is of
the most famous are the pair which nest on 530major ecological importance because of its year
foot high Morro Rock at Morro Bay, California.
round waterflow, a permanent source of life for
A 24-hour surveillance of the nest had been
a full range of chaparral wildlife. Springs
kept by local Audubon people since 1968, when
form the headwaters of Cold Creek, a tributary
ornithologists, discovered eggs laid by the Morro
of Malibu Creek. The ranch is a self-contained
Rock Peregrines frequently disappeared. During
cross-section of all the biota in the Santa Mona mere six weeks of observation in 1968, a total
ica Mountains, including typical groups of resiof 12 persons were caught climbing the Peregrine
dent and migratory birds. The Murphy Preserve
eyrie. During subsequent years, similar attempts
is rich in both riparian flora, coastal chaparral
to steal the eggs and young were made.
and coastal sage scrub communities.
Sometime between May 16 and May 18 of
Bird life along the creek consists of numerthis year, two fledgling Peregrines were taken
ous songbirds, predators and vultures. Thirty
from the Morro Rock nest. Two suspects now
migratory birds, seven residents, wrentits and
being held, both of whom are licensed to practice
California Thrashers have been identified in the
falconry in California, are: Cort Van Wiegand,
chaparral portions. Along the stream are found
age 22, of 31 Ellery Court, Walnut Creek, and
red-shouldered hawk, dipper and spotted owl,
Kevin Michael Condon, age 24, of 734 Ruth Drive,
which are near critical population levels in this
Pleasant Hill.
area. Six bird species occur in the coastal sage
According to Fish and Game Warden Howard
scrub of the ranch.
Martin (Box 1024, San Luis Obispo), both men
So valuable is this area for scientific study
were arrested after Wiegand apparently returned
it is presently necessary to restrict access, to
to the area to recover rock-climbing gear. Marbest protect the fragile biota, and because of
tin said the young Peregrine Falcons, an endanextreme fire hazard. Small groups of interested
gered species valued at up to $3,000 each, were
viewers, under proper auspices, will be able to
believed to be in the San Francisco area.
enjoy and observe the unspoiled natural area.
A moratorium on the issuance of falconry
(Preferential treatment is given to contributors.)
permits must be established not only in California,
This year-round stream is the key to survival
where falconry has grown out of control, but
of many species which have been reduced or lost
nationwide. The harvesting of birds of prey —
elsewhere in these mountains. Another unique
legal or illegal—must cease!
aspect of the Preserve is 15 years of documented
Write a letter to B. E. Faist, Chief, Wildstudies by UCLA, Pierce College and California
life Protection Branch, California Department of
State University, Northridge (VSC).
Fish and Game (1416 Ninth Street, Sacramento,
Financial support from the public is urgently
Calif. ) asking him to prosecute the Peregrine
requested for this outstanding project. Please
Falcon thiefs to the fullest extent of the law. Tell
designate Murphy Preserve Project, The Nature
him and other wildlife protection officials, inConservancy, c/o Wells Fargo Bank, P. 0. Box
cluding Joseph P. Linduska of the Bureau of
60616, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, Calif. 90060.
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Washington, D. C.
By Ann Schafer
20240, what you think of falconry. . .
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Middle A aerica
Birds of vfexico (Color) by Ernest Edwards
Birds of Mexico and Central America (Color)
by Irby Davis
Australia
Australian Parrots in Colour by Len Robinson
Asia
Birds of Japan (Color) by Kobayashi
Birds of Korea by M. E. Gore & Won, Pyong-oh
Birds of South Vietna n by Philip Wildash
Philippine Birds (In Color) by Dupont
Introduction to Malayan Birds by B. C. Madoc
Birds of the Malay Penninsula, Singapore and
Penang, by Glenister
General Bird References
A New Dictionary of Birds by A. L. Tho

son

Record
Bird Songs of the African Rain Forest by
Stuart Keith
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BY JACK LOONEY

North American Birds

names of 65 Eastern North American birds are
hidden horizontally, vertically and diagonally—
frontwarda and backwards. When you find each
oirole it.
F I N K G N I T N

u

ONCE EACH YEAR THE LOS ANGELES
AUDUBON SOCIETY ASKS ITS MEMBERS
AND FRIENDS TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE
CONDOR

SANCTUARY

FUND

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE OF COURSE TAX
DEDUCTIBLE. PLEASE MAKE CHECKS OUT
TO "CONDOR SANCTUARY FUND" AND MAIL
TO LAAS, PLUMMER PARK, 7377 SANTA
MONICA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 90046.
THIS FUND IS FORWARDED TO NATIONAL
AUDUBON SOCIETY, WHICH USES IT TO
SUPPORT THE ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIETY'S
CONDOR NATURALIST, RESIDENT AT THE
SANCTUARY.
WE ARE ENCLOSING ENVELOPES WE
HOPE WILL BE RETURNED WITH DONATIONS
FOR THE CONDOR FUND.
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For those who can stand the heat, a circuit of
the Salton Sea for Skimmers, Gull-billed Terns,
Wood Ibis and possibly Boobies, Frigatebirds or
Stilt Sandpipers, is a must. The Colorado River
above Yuma offers Black Rails, Great-tailed Grackles, Bronzed Cowbirds and other Arizona specialties. Early morning and late evening birding with
an air-cohditoned motel for a mid-day nap is a good
recipe to beat the heat.
Further afield, Bridalveil Camp or Crane
Flats in Yosemite Park provide habitat for Great
Gray Owls, Black-backed Woodpeckers, Blue Grouse
and Pine and Evening Grosbeaks, while Rosy Finches
and possibly Goshawks have been seen on the mountainsides above Tioga Pass. Southeastern Arizona
should be green from the summer rains, and cool
above 5, 000 ft. by late July. This is the only area
in the U.S. where the Mexican mountain species Black, Gray and Zone-tailed Hawks; Trogans and
Becards; five species of Mexican flycatchers; four
Mexican sparrows etc. - can be found. Jim Lane's
excellent guide is available at Audubon House and is
invaluable for a first tinner or an old hand. *J»

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Continued from page ten

tioned a report of 25 FRANKLIN'S GULLS at Baldwin Lake on 7 May. Later that week the high count a VIRGINIA'S WARBLER (closely related, but a
there was ten individuals, still a remarkable nummountain nester) was seen on 8 May. At Furnace
ber, and by 4 June the number had decreased to
Creek Ranch a male BOBOLINK in breeding plumthree. At nearby Lucerne Valley (only a few miles
age, fed on the golf course with the Starlings on
away, but thousands of feet lower), Otto Widman
20 May, and the next day at Deep Springs Ranch a
and Peppy Van Essen found a single Franklin's
first year male ORCHARD ORIOLE, with rumpled
Gull, possibly one of the disbursees.
feathers and a thin tail, was obviously suffering
from his role as an off course vagrant.
June third was a dark, moonless night on
Mt. Palomar and we heard no owls calling, exA follow-up trip with a tape recorder on 11
cept in answer to our tape recorder. We tried un- May for the HEPATIC TANAGERS which were found
successfully for FLAMMULATEDS which had been
at Arrastre Creek a year ago, produced an enthusheard there and which were the prime object of our iastic response from three territorial males who
trip. Not wanting to leave owlless, we put on the
were accompanied by three attentive females. My
SPOTTED OWL call, got an answer, saw a huge
theory is that, at that time, they were trying to e s dark shadow and there on the top of a dead stub
tablish territories, as on three later dates, no more
was a Spotted Owl in our spotlights. This satisthan one or two males - no females (incubating?) fied the Easterners in the party, but we were
could be found, and these males would usually not
greedy. Next, our PYGMY OWL call was answered answer or follow the tape recorder as they had on
from high on the hill, but there was another answer the eleventh. An extended, but unsuccessful search
too, higher, quicker and more melodious, from be- was nade for a nest on 14 June, when a male was
hind us. A quick search with the spotlights located seen, but would not answer the tape; so, nesting is
a tiny SAW-WHET not twenty feet away. The Pygrrp still only a presumption, as it is with the Whip-poorwas still calling from the hill, and soon he came
will and with two Sierra nesting warblers - MacGilright in, but we blew it - somebody tripped in the
ivray's and Nashville. P. S. While writing the above,
dark, flashlights were aimed carelessly and our
a telephone call from Kim Garrett advised that he and
owl was gone. On 28 May Betty and Laura Lou
Jon Dunn had found the Hepatic's nest with the female
Jenner found that Whip-poor-wills too, are suckincubating about fifty feet up in a giant Jeffrey Pine
ers for a taped call. A call brought a territorial
near the point where the road crosses Arrastre
male right in when they visited the James Reserve Creek.
(by permission only). "Whips" have also been r e ROSE-BREASTED GROSBEAKS were seen
ported from Humber Park, near Idylwild, where
more
often
than usual in late May with males obpermission is not needed, and should be equally
responsive to taped calls there. On the same trip, served at Furnace Creek Ranch, Deep Springs Ranch
and Kelso, and females - always a little "iffy" - at
the Jenners found BLACK SWIFTS in the Fuller
several spots east of the mountains. In an almost
Mill Creek area of the San Jacinto Mts.
parallel situation - males easy, females difficult INDIGO BUNTING males were found at Yucca Valley,
After a careful study and size comparison
of a small dark swift, as large as the accompany- Deep Springs (3) and Kelso; females - ? .
"Scratch DICKCISSEL and insert PAINTED
ing swallows over the pond at Oasis Ranch, Mono
BUNTING" seems to be the story at Pam Greene's
County, it was identified as a rare CHIMNEY
Santa Monica feeder. The Dickcissel (previously
SWIFT, on 20 May. During the next week, Jon
reported) proved to be an unidentified yellowDunn saw another Chimney Swift at Encino Resbreasted exotic, but the Painted Bunting was for
ervoir. Last year as many as four Chimney
real. It was a male Painted Bunting, no doubt about
Swifts, a few Black and Vaux's Swifts, and many
that, but its status as a wild bird is questionable.
White-throats and Swallows were seen there in
Shorebirding should be at its best during the
late May. Kim Garrett brings us our second renext two months. Phalaropes are notably early miport of BROAD-TAILED HUMMINGBIRDS from
grants and should be found in quiet water, particthe desert slope of the San Bernardino Mts. , speularly if the salt or alkali content is.high. Our thred
cifically at Arrastre Creek , east of Baldwin
rare sandpipers - Baird's, Pectoral and Solitary Lake on 13 May. (The first Broad-tail in So.
are early fall migrants, but prefer grassy ponds to
Calif, was reported about fifteen miles west of
beaches or mudflats. The mouth of the Santa Clara
there last summer)
This is one of the Rocky
River (entered through McGrath State Park, just
Mt. - Great Basin species which may nest in
west of Ventura) and Malibu Lagoon have the right
these mountains.
habitat for Pectorals and Solitarys. Baird's are
In Jan Tarble's frequent and often solitary
rare along the coast, but in August can be counted
desert jaunts (she did FIVE Breeding Bird Suron
in the Owen's Valley and elsewhere here east of
veys, and works with a tape recorder when alone)
she finds many little known places and interesting the mountains around alkaline ponds. Our local
mountains are excellent for a one day trip with the
birds - a CACTUS WREN in Racetrack Valley on
Fawnskin - Green Valley road (#2N13) good for
11 May, surprisingly a new bird for Death Valley
National Monument. Another of her out of the way Williamson's and Red-breasted Sapsuckers, Calspots is China Ranch, Inyo County, where LUCY'S liope and Rufous Hummers, Brown Creepers, and
WARBLERS were feeding young in mid-May, and 9 warblers. Farther east are Baldwin Lake (possibly
dry by August) and Arrastre Creek.
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Shumway Suffel

bvJ/V\/VltKBIRDING can be DULL in our local
area (except for shorebirding in late July and August) or EXCITING if you're willing to drive a few
hundred miles and endure the discomforts of heat
in the deserts, or possible thunder showers in the
mountains; but more of this later.
Late May and early June continued the excitement of the spring migration, but with the
overall number of migrants decreasing and r e ports of rare birds increasing. This was well illustrated in the intensively birded Morongo - Yucca Valley area. On 31 May only one grosbeak was
seen at Morongo vs. dozens of Black-headeds in
mid May, but that one had all the field marks of a
female ROSE-BREASTED GROSBEAK - heavily
streaked, white underparts with a rusty wash across the breast (no yellow). On the same day
there were only two warblers around the pond on
the Yucca Valley Golf Course and these two were
a female REDSTART and a male BLACK-ANDWHITE WARBLER.
Jerry Johnson saw a female B. & W. at Yucca Valley on 31 May; Jan Tarble had a B. & W. at
Scotty's Castle in Death Valley on the 9th, and another female was at nearby Mesquite Springs on
the 27th. At least four REDSTARTS were at Scotty's in late May, a male was at Deep Springs and
an immature male was at Kelso (a railroad oasis
in the middle of that vast wasteland of the Mojave
desert between Baker and Amboy). Both a male
and a female TENNESSEE WARBLER were studied
at Furnace Creek Ranch on 20 May, another female
was at Deep Springs the next day, and a male was
at Morongo on the 28th. In addition to the NORTHERN WATERTHRUSH reported last month, one was
seen at Yucca Valley on May 11 and 16, and another
was at Deep Springs on the 27th. The timing, the
desert locales, and the multiple sightings of these
four "Eastern" warblers (three of which breed west
of the Rockies, with the Black-and-White, breeding
to the Rockies) fit in with Austin's suggestion (Condor v. 73 #4 Winter '71 - recommended reading)
that the B. & W. and the Northern Waterthrush
utilize a desert flightline, as well as the American
Redstart. Perhaps the four sightings of Tennessee
Warblers on the desert in late May qualify that
species for inclusion in this same group. A female
CAPE MAY WARBLER (2nd spring record) at
Oasis, Mono Co. , on 27 May and a female HOODED WARBLER (less than ten records) at Deep
Springs on June 10th were the only truly eastern
warblers reported. A SCISSOR-TAILED FLYCATCHER on 28 May and an EASTERN KINGBIRD
on 4 June appeared at Morongo briefly, which confirms our belief that Morongo is a good place to be
in late spring.
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Elsewhere there were many fascinating r e ports. A BLACK-FOOTED ALBATROSS close to
the boat off Santa Barbara Island made the trip for
those birders lucky enough to be on the L. A. A. S.
pelagic trip on 3 June. On the same day the trip
from San Diego had hundreds of BLACK PETRELS
and t-i-;o LEACH'S PETRELS, which flushed from
the water just ahead of the boat. Both trips had
the handsomest of all our seabirds, the SABINE'S
GULL, and ARCTIC TERNS, which are virtually
unreported in the Spring. While assisting Alice
Fries with her shorebird survey at Camp Pendleton on 12 June, Jean Brandt and Joan Mills studied
and identified a LITTLE BLUE HERON in breeding
plumage (only the second adult in California). E.N*
Anderson of Riverside noticed our single report of
a SWAINSON'S HAWK (once a common migrant) on
"May 22nd" (obviously this should have been April
22nd, as the deadline for the June Tanager was May
10th and all dates later than that should read April,
not May) and writes that he identified one flying low
over the Santa Ana River on April 15th. OSPREYS
were rarely seen, with one at West Pond near the
Colorado River on 23 April and a second at the
north end of the Salton Sea in late May (both by Jon
Dunn). BLUE GROUSE should be easy to find because they're big, slow and not very bright, but
dozens of birders will attest that this is not the
case, however. Gilbert King was luckier - he
found one right by the road in the Greenhorn Mts.
on 14 May.

BLACK SKIMMERS have apparently changed
their status from "accidental" to "rare summer
visitors" - from one to four were seen at various
points around the Salton Sea during May and today
(19 June) Guy McCaskie's call reported ELEVEN
seen at the Sea, and NESTING in progress ( 2 nests
at mouth of the New River). Last month we "nen-
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